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1. Introduction
This chapter presents an application of zero-power controlled magnetic levitation for active
vibration control. Vibration isolation are strongly required in the field of high-resolution
measurement and micromanufacturing, for instance, in the submicron semiconductor chip
manufacturing, scanning probe microscopy, holographic interferometry, cofocal optical
imaging, etc. to obtain precise and repeatable results. The growing demand for tighter
production tolerance and higher resolution leads to the stringent requirements in these
research and industry environments. The microvibrations resulted from the tabletop and/or
the ground vibration should be carefully eliminated from such sophisticated systems. The
vibration control research has been advanced with passive and active techniques.
Conventional passive technique uses spring and damper as isolator. They are widely used
to support the investigated part to protect it from the severe ground vibration or from direct
disturbance on the table by using soft and stiff suspensions, respectively (Haris & Piersol,
2002; Rivin, 2003). Soft suspensions can be used because they provide low resonance
frequency of the isolation system and thus reduce the frequency band of vibration
amplification. However, it leads to potential problem with static stability due to direct
disturbance on the table, which can be solved by using stiff suspension. On the other hand,
passive systems offer good high frequency vibration isolation with low isolator damping at
the cost of vibration amplification at the fundamental resonance frequency. It can be solved
by using high value of isolator damping. Therefore, the performance of passive isolators are
limited, because various trade-offs are necessary when excitations with a wide frequency
range are involved.
Active control technique can be introduced to resolve these drawbacks. Active control
system has enhanced performances because it can adapt to changing environment (Fuller et
al., 1997; Preumont, 2002; Karnopp, 1995). Although conventional active control system
achieves high performance, it requires large amount of energy source to drive the actuators
to produce active damping force (Benassi et al., 2004a & 2004b; Yoshioka et al., 2001;
Preumont et al., 2002; Daley et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2006; Sato & Trumper, 2002). Apart from
this, most of the researches use high-performance sensors, such as servo-type accelerometer
for detecting vibration signal, which are rather expensive. These are the difficulties to
expand the application fields of active control technique.
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The development and maintenance cost of vibration isolation system should be lowered in
order to expand the application fields of active control. Considering the point of view, a
vibration isolation system have been developed using an actively zero-power controlled
magnetic levitation system (Hoque et al., 2006; Mizuno et al., 2007a; Hoque et al., 2010a). In
the proposed system, eddy-current relative displacement sensors were used for
displacement feedback. Moreover, the control current converges to zero for the zero-power
control system. Therefore, the developed system becomes rather inexpensive than the
conventional active systems.
An active zero-power controlled magnetic suspension is used in this chapter to realize
negative stiffness by using a hybrid magnet consists of electromagnet and permanent
magnets. Moreover, it can be noted that realizing negative stiffness can also be generalized
by using linear actuator (voice coil motor) instead of hybrid magnet (Mizuno et al., 2007b).
This control achieves the steady state in which the attractive force produced by the
permanent magnets balances the weight of the suspended object, and the control current
converges to zero. However, the conventional zero-power controller generates constant
negative stiffness, which depends on the capacity of the permanent magnets. This is one of
the bottlenecks in the field of application of zero-power control where the adjustment of
stiffness is necessary. Therefore, this chapter will investigate on an improved zero-power
controller that has capability to adjust negative stiffness. Apart from this, zero-power
control has inherently nonlinear characteristics. However, compensation to zero-power
control can solve such problems (Hoque et al., 2010b). Since there is no steady energy
consumption for achieving stable levitation, it has been applied to space vehicles (Sabnis et
al., 1975), to the magnetically levitated carrier system in clean rooms (Morishita et al., 1989)
and to the vibration isolator (Mizuno et al., 2007a). Six-axis vibration isolation system can be
developed as well using this technique (Hoque et al., 2010a).
In this chapter, an active vibration isolation system is developed using zero-power
controlled magnetic levitation technology. The isolation system is fabricated by connecting a
mechanical spring in series with a suspension of negative stiffness (see Section 4 for details).
Middle tables are introduced in between the base and the isolation table.
In this context, the nomenclature on the vibration disturbances, compliance and
transmissibility are discussed for better understanding. The underlying concept on vibration
isolation using magnetic levitation technique, realization of zero-power, stiffness
adjustment, nonlinear compensation of the maglev system are presented in detail. Some
experimental results are presented for typical vibration isolation systems to demonstrate
that the maglev technique can be implemented to develop vibration isolation system.

2. Vibration Suppression Terminology
2.1 Vibration Disturbances
The vibration disturbance sources are categorized into two groups. One is direct disturbance
or tabletop vibration and another is ground or floor vibration.
Direct disturbance is defined by the vibrations that applies to the tabletop and generates
deflection or deformation of the system. Ground vibration is defined by the detrimental
vibrations that transmit from floor to the system through the suspension. It is worth noting
that zero or low compliance for tabletop vibration and low transmissibility (less than unity)
are ideal for designing a vibration isolation system.
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Almost in every environment, from laboratory to industry, vibrational disturbance sources are
common. In modern research or application arena, it is certainly necessary to conduct
experiments or make measurements in a vibration-free environment. Think about a industry or
laboratory where a number of energy sources exist simultaneously. Consider the silicon wafer
photolithography system, a principal equipment in the semiconductor manufacturing process. It
has a stage which moves in steps and causes disturbance on the table. It supports electric motors,
that generates periodic disturbance. The floor also holds some rotating machines. Moreover,
earthquake, movement of employees with trolley transmit seismic disturbance to the stage.
Assume a laboratory measurement table in another case. The table supports some machine tools,
and change in load on the table is a common phenomena. In addition, air compressor, vacuum
pump, oscilloscope and dynamic signal analyzer with cooling fan rest on the floor. Some more
potential energy souces are elevator mechanisms, air conditioning, rail and road transport, heat
pumps that contribute to the vibrational background noise and that are coupled to the
foundations and floors of the surrounding buildings. All the above sources of vibrations affect
the system either directly on the table or transmit from the floor.
2.2 Compliance
Compliance is defined as the ratio of the linear or angular displacement to the magnitude of the
applied static or constant force. Moreover, in case of a varying dynamic force or vibration, it can
be defined as the ratio of the excited vibrational amplitude in any form of angular or translational
displacement to the magnitude of the forcing vibration. It is the most extensively used transfer
function for the vibrational response of an isolation table. Any deflection of the isolation table is
demonstrated by the change in relative position of the components mounted on the table surface.
Hence, if the isolation system has virtually zero or lower compliance (infinite stiffness) values, by
definition , it is a better-quality table because the deflection of the surface on which fabricated
parts are mounted is reduced. Compliance is measured in units of displacement per unit force,
i.e., meters/Newton (m/N) and used to measure deflection at different frequencies.
The deformation of a body or structure in response to external payloads or forces is a
common problem in engineering fields. These external disturbance forces may be static or
dynamic. The development of an isolation table is a good example of this problem where
such static and dynamic forces may exist. A static laod, such as that caused by a large,
concentrated mass loaded or unloaded on the table, can cause the table to deform. A
dynamic force, such as the periodic disturbance of a rotating motor placed on top of the
table, or vibration induced from the building into the isolation table through its mounting
points, can cause the table to oscillate and deform.
Assume the simplest model of conventional mass-spring-damper system as shown in Fig.
1(a), to understand compliance with only one degree-of-freedom system. Consider that a
single frequency sinusoidal vibration applied to the system. From Newton’s laws, the
general equation of motion is given by
mx  cx  kx  F0 sin t ,

(1)

where m : the mass of the isolated object, x : the displacement of the mass, c : the damping,
k : the stiffness, F0 : the maximum amplitude of the disturbance, ω : the rotational frequency
of disturbance, and t : the time.
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Fig. 1. Conventional mass-spring-damper vibration isolator under (a) direct disturbance
(b) ground vibration.

The general expression for compliance of a system presented in Eq. (1) is given by

Compliance 

x
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.

(2)

The compliance in Eq. (2) can be represented as
Compliance 

x

F

1/ k

(1  ( / n ) )  4 2 ( / n ) 2
2 2

,

(3)

where  n : the natural frequency of the system and  : the damping ratio.
2.3 Transmissibility
Transmissibility is defined as the ratio of the dynamic output to the dynamic input, or in
other words, the ratio of the amplitude of the transmitted vibration (or transmitted force) to
that of the forcing vibration (or exciting force).
Vibration isolation or elimination of a system is a two-part problem. As discussed in Section
2.1, the tabletop of an isolation system is designed to have zero or minimal response to a
disturbing force or vibration. This is itself not sufficient to ensure a vibration free working
surface. Typically, the entire table system is subjected continually to vibrational impulses
from the laboratory floor. These vibrations may be caused by large machinery within the
building as discussed in Section 2.1 or even by wind or traffic-excited building resonances or
earthquake.
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The model shown in Fig. 1(a) is modified by applying ground vibration, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). The absolute transmissibility, T of the system, in terms of vibrational displacement,
is given by

X

X0

1  4 2 ( / n ) 2

(1  ( / n ) 2 ) 2  4 2 ( / n ) 2

.

(4a)

Similarly, the transmissibility can also be defined in terms of force. It can be defined as the
ratio of the amplitude of force tranmitted (F) to the amplitude of exciting force (F0).
Mathematically, the transmissibility in terms of force is given by

1  4 2 ( / n )2
F

.
F0
(1  ( / n )2 )2  4 2 ( / n )2

(4b)

3. Zero-Power Controlled Magnetic Levitation
3.1 Magnetic Suspension System
Since last few decades, an active magnetic levitation has been a viable choice for many
industrial machines and devices as a non-contact, lubrication-free support (Schweitzer et al.,
1994; Kim & Lee, 2006; Schweitzer & Maslen, 2009). It has become an essential machine
element from high-speed rotating machines to the development of precision vibration
isolation system. Magnetic suspension can be achieved by using electromagnet and/or
permanent magnet. Electromagnet or permanent magnet in the magnetic suspension system
causes flux to circulate in a magnetic circuit, and magnetic fields can be generated by
moving charges or current. The attractive force of an electromagnet, F can be expressed
approximately as (Schweitzer et al., 1994)
FK

I2

2

,

(5)

where K : attractive force coefficient for electromagnet, I : coil current,  : mean gap
between electromagnet and the suspended object.
Each variable is given by the sum of a fixed component, which determines its operating
point and a variable component, such as
I  I0  i ,

  D0  x ,

(6)
(7)

where I 0 : bias current, i : coil current in the electromagnet, D0 : nominal gap, x :
displacement of the suspended object from the equilibrium position.
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3.2 Magnetic Suspension System with Hybrid Magnet
In order to reduce power consumption and continuous power supply, permanent magnets
are employed in the suspension system to avoid providing bias current. The suspension
system by using hybrid magnet, which consists of electromagnet and permanent magnet is
shown in Fig. 2. The permanent magnet is used for the purpose of providing bias flux
(Mizuno & Takemori, 2002). This control realizes the steady states in which the
electromagnet coil current converges to zero and the attractive force produced by the
permanent magnet balances the weight of the suspended object.

Electromagnet

i

Permanent
magnet
S
N

N
S

N
S

x
m

fd
Fig. 2. Model of a zero-power controlled magnetic levitation
It is assumed that the permanent magnet is modeled as a constant-current (bias current) and
a constant-gap electromagnet in the magnetic circuit for simplification in the following
analysis. Attractive force of the electromagnet, F can be written as

FK

( I 0  i) 2

( D0  x) 2

,

(8)

where bias current, I 0 is modified to equivalent current in the steady state condition
provided by the permanent magnet and nominal gap, D0 is modified to the nominal air gap

in the steady state condition including the height of the permanent magnet. Equation (8) can
be transformed as
F K

2

I 02 
x  
i 
1 
 1   .



2
D
I
D0 
0 
0 
2

(9)

Using Taylor principle, Eq. (9) can be expanded as
FK
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For zero-power control system, control current is very small, especially, in the phase
approaches to steady-state condition and therefore, the higher-order terms are not
considered. Equation (10) can then be written as
F  Fe  k i i  k s ( x  p2 x 2  p3 x 3  ......) ,

Fe  K

where

ki  2 K
ks  2K
p2 
p3 

(11)

I 02

,

(12)

I0

,

(13)

I 02

,

(14)

D02

D02

D03

3
,
2 D0
4
2 D02

.

(15)

(16)

For zero-power control system, the control current of the electromagnet is converged to zero
to satisfy the following equilibrium condition
Fe  mg ,

(17)

and the equation of motion of the suspension system can be written as

mx  F  mg .

(18)

mx  ki i  k s ( x  p2 x 2  p3 x 3  ...........) .

(19)

From Eqs. (11), (17) and (18),

This is the fundamental equation for describing the motion of the suspended object.
3.3 Design of Zero-Power Controller
Negative stiffness is generated by actively controlled zero-power magnetic suspension. The
basic model, controller and the characteristic of the zero-power control system is described
below.
3.3.1 Model
A basic zero-power controller is designed for simplicity based on linearized equation of
motions. It is assumed that the displacement of the suspended mass is very small and the
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nonlinear terms are neglected. Hence the linearized motion equation from Eq. (19) can be
written as
mx  k i i  k s x .

(20)

The suspended object with mass of m is assumed to move only in the vertical translational
direction as shown by Fig. 2. The equation of motion is given by
mx  k s x  ki i  f d ,

(21)

where x : displacement of the suspended object, k s : gap-force coefficient of the hybrid
magnet, k i : current-force coefficient of the hybrid magnet, i : control current, f d :
disturbance acting on the suspended object. The coefficients k s and k i are positive. When

each Laplace-transform variable is denoted by its capital, and the initial values are assumed
to be zero for simplicity, the transfer function representation of the dynamics described by
Eq. (21) becomes
1
(22)
X (s)  2
(b0 I ( s )  d 0W ( s)),
s  a0
where a0  k s / m, b0  k i / m, and d 0  1 / m.

3.3.2 Suspension with Negative Stiffness
Zero-power can be achieved either by feeding back the velocity of the suspended object or
by introducing a minor feedback of the integral of current in the PD (proportionalderivative) control system (Mizuno & Takemori, 2002). Since PD control is a fundamental
control law in magnetic suspension, zero-power control is realized from PD control in this
work using the second approach. In the current controlled magnetic suspension system, PD
control can be represented as
I ( s )  ( pd  pv s ) X ( s ),

(23)

where pd : proportional feedback gain, pv : derivative feedback gain. Figure 3 shows the
block diagram of a current-controlled zero-power controller where a minor integral
feedback of current is added to the proportional feedback of displacement.

i
1
s

w
ki

1

x

2

ms  k s

pz

pd  spv
Fig. 3. Transfer function representation of the zero-power controller of the magnetic
levitation system
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The control current of zero-power controller is given by

I ( s )  (

s
p d  pv s) X ( s ) ,
s  pz

(24)

where p z : integral feedback in the minor current loop. From Eqs. (22) to (24), it can be
written as

( s  p z )d 0
X (s)
,

W ( s ) s 3  (b0 pv  p z ) s 2  (b0 p d  b0 pv p z  a0 ) s  a0 p z

(25)

 s( spv  p d  pv p z )d 0
I ( s)
 3
.
W ( s) s  (b0 pv  p z ) s 2  (b0 p d  b0 pv p z  a0 ) s  a0 p z

(26)

To estimate the stiffness for direct disturbance, the direct disturbance, W (s ) on the isolation
table is considered to be stepwise, that is

W (s) 

F0
, ( F0 : constant).
s

(27)

The steady displacement of the suspension, from Eqs. (25) and (27), is given by

lim x(t )  lim sX ( s )  

t 

s 0

d0
F
F0   0 .
a0
ks

(28)

The negative sign in the right-hand side illustrates that the new equilibrium position is in
the direction opposite to the applied force. It means that the system realizes negative
stiffness. Assume that stiffness of any suspension is denoted by k. The stiffness of the zeropower controlled magnetic suspension is, therefore, negative and given by
k  k s .

(29)

lim i (t )  lim sI ( s )  0.

(30)

3.3.3 Realization of Zero-Power
From Eqs. (26) and (27)
t 

s 0

It indicates that control current, all the time, converges to zero in the zero-power control
system for any load.
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3.4 Stiffness Adjustment
The stiffness realized by zero-power control is constant, as shown in Eq. (29). However, it is
necessary to adjust the stiffness of the magnetic levitation system in many applications, such
as vibration isolation systems. There are two approaches to adjust stiffness of the zeropower control system. The first one is by adding a minor displacement feedback to the zeropower control current, and the other one is by adding a proportional feedback in the minor
current feedback loop (Ishino et al., 2009). In this research, stiffness adjustment capability of
zero-power control is realized by the first approach. Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the
modified zero-power controller that is capable to adjust stiffness. The control current of the
modified zero-power controller is given by

I ( s )  (

pd s
p s2
 v
 p s ) X ( s ),
s  pz s  pz

(31)

where p s : proportional displacement feedback gain across the zero-power controller.

i
1
s

w
ki

1

x

ms 2  k s

pz

ps
p d  spv
Fig. 4. Block diagram of the modified zero-power controller that can adjust stiffness
The transfer-function representation of the dynamics shown in Fig. 4 is given by

( s  p z )d 0
X (s)

.
3
2
W ( s ) s  (b0 pv  p z ) s  (b0 pd  b0 p s  a0 ) s  a0 p z  b0 p s p z

(32)

From Eqs. (27) and (32), the steady displacement becomes

lim x(t )  lim sX ( s)  

t 

s 0

d0 pz
F0
F0  
a0 p z  b0 p s p z
k s  ki p s

(33)

Therefore, the stiffness of the modified system becomes
k  k s  ki p s .

(34)

It indicates that the stiffness can be increased or decreased by changing the feedback
gain p s .
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3.5 Nonlinear Compensation of Zero-Power Controller
x

+
_

Zero-power controller

d2 (

i

ks 1
.
)x2
k i D02

Nonlinear compensator

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the nonlinear compensator of the zero-power controlled magnetic
levitation
It is shown that the zero-power control can generate negative stiffness. The control current
of the zero-power controlled magnetic suspension system is converged to zero for any
added mass. To counterbalance the added force due to the mass, the stable position of the
suspended object is changed. Due to the air gap change between permanent magnet and the
object, the magnetic force is also changed, and hence, the negative stiffness generated by this
system varies as well according to the gap (see Eq. (14)). To compensate the nonlinearity of
the basic zero-power control system, the first nonlinear terms of Eq. (19) is considered and
added to the basic system. From Eq. (19), the control current can be expressed as

i  iZP  d 2 (

ks 1 2
.
)x ,
ki D02

(35)

where d 2 : the nonlinear control gain and, izp : the current in the zero-power controller, k s ,
k i and D0 are constant for the system. The square of the displacement ( x 2 ) is fed back to

the normal zero-power controller. The block diagram of the nonlinear controller
arrangement is shown in Fig. 5. The air gap between the permanent magnet and the
suspended object can be changed in order to choose a suitable operating point.
It is worth noting that the nonlinear compensator and the stiffness adjustment controller can
be used simultaneously without instability. Moreover, performance of the nonlinear
compensation could be improved furthermore if the second and third nonlinear terms and
so on are considered together.

4. Vibration Suppression Using Zero-Power Controlled Magnetic Levitation
4.1 Theory of Vibration Control
Table

k2

c3

k3

c1

k1
Base

Fig. 6. A model of vibration isolator that can suppress both tabletop and ground vibrations
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The vibration isolation system is developed using magnetic levitation technique in such a way
that it can behave as a suspension of virtually zero compliance or infinite stiffness for direct
disturbing forces and a suspension with low stiffness for floor vibration. Infinite stiffness can
be realized by connecting a mechanical spring in series with a magnetic spring that has
negative stiffness (Mizuno, 2001; Mizuno et al., 2007a & Hoque et al., 2006). When two springs
with spring constants of k1 and k 2 are connected in series, the total stiffness k c is given by

kc 

k1k 2
.
k1  k 2

(36)

The above basic system has been modified by introducing a secondary suspension to avoid
some limitations for system design and supporting heavy payloads (Mizuno, et al., 2007a &
Hoque, et al., 2010a). The concept is demonstrated in Fig. 6. A passive suspension ( k 3 , c3 ) is

added in parallel with the serial connection of positive and negative springs. The total
~
stiffness k c is given by

~
kk
k c  1 2  k3 .
k1  k 2

(37)

However, if one of the springs has negative stiffness that satisfies
k1   k 2 ,

(38)

the resultant stiffness becomes infinite for both the case in Eqs. (36) and (37) for any finite
value of k 3 , that is
~
k c  .
(39)
Equation (39) shows that the system may have infinite stiffness against direct disturbance to
the system. Therefore, the system in Fig. 6 shows virtually zero compliance when Eq. (38) is
satisfied. On the other hand, if low stiffness of mechanical springs for system ( k1 , k 3 ) are
used, it can maintain good ground vibration isolation performance as well.

4.2 Typical Applications of Vibration Suppression
In this section, typical vibration isolation systems using zero-power controlled magnetic
levitation are presented, which were developed based on the principle discussed in Eq. (37).
The isolation system consists mainly of two suspensions with three platforms- base, middle
table and isolation table. The lower suspension between base and middle table is of positive
stiffness and the upper suspension between middle table and base is of negative stiffness
realized by zero-power control. A passive suspension directly between base and isolation
table acts as weight support mechanism.
A typical single-axis and a typical six-axis vibration isolation apparatuses are demonstrated
in Fig. 7. The single-axis apparatus (Fig. 7(a)) consisted of a circular base, a circular middle
table and a circular isolation table. The height, diameter and weight of the system were
300mm, 200mm and 20 kg, respectively. The positive stiffness in the lower part was realized
by three mechanical springs and an electromagnet. To reduce coil current in the
electromagnet, four permanent magnets (15mm×2mm) were used. The permanent magnets
are made of Neodymium-Iron-Boron (NdFeB). The stiffness of each coil springs was 3.9
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N/mm. The electromagnet coil had 180-turns and 1.3Ω resistance. The wire diameter of the
coil was 0.6 mm. The relative displacement of the base to middle table was measured by an
eddy-current displacement sensor, provided by Swiss-made Baumer electric. The negative
stiffness suspension in the upper part was achieved by a hybrid magnet consisted of an
electromagnet that was fixed to the middle table, and six permanent magnets attached to the
electromagnet target on the isolation table. Another displacement sensor was used to
measure the relative displacement between middle table to isolation table. The isolation
table was also supported by three coil springs as weight support mechanism, and the
stiffness of the each spring was 2.35 N/mm.

Vibration isolation table

Leaf spring
Hybrid magnet for
negative stiffness
Coil spring for weight
support mechanism
Middle table
Hybrid magnet for
positive stiffness
Coil spring for
positive stiffness
Base

(a)

Isolation table

Hybrid magnet
Middle table
Coil spring
Base

(b)
Fig. 7. Typical applications of zero-power controlled magnetic levitation for active vibration
control (a) single-degree-of-freedom system (b) six-degree-of-freedom system
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The six-axis vibration isolation system with magnetic levitation technology is shown in Fig.
7(b) (Hoque, et al., 2010a). It consisted of a rectangular isolation table, a middle table and
base. A positive stiffness suspension realized by electromagnet and normal springs was
used between the base and the middle table. On the other hand, a negative stiffness
suspension generated by hybrid magnets was used between the middle table and the
isolation table. The height, length, width and mass of the apparatus were 300 mm, 740 mm,
590 mm and 400 kg, respectively. The isolation and middle tables weighed 88 kg and 158 kg,
respectively. The isolation table had six-degree-of-freedom motions in the x, y, z, roll, pitch
and yaw directions.
The base was equipped with four pairs of coil springs and electromagnets to support the
middle table in the vertical direction and six pairs of coil springs and electromagnets (two
pairs in the x-direction and four pairs in the y-direction) in the horizontal directions. The
middle table was equipped with four sets of hybrid magnets to levitate and control the
motions of the isolation table in the vertical direction and six sets of hybrid magnets (two
sets in the x-direction and four sets in the y-direction) to control the motions of the table in
the horizontal directions. The isolation table was also supported by four coil springs in the
vertical direction and six coil springs (two in the x-direction and four in the y-direction) in
the horizontal directions as weight support mechanism. Each set of hybrid magnet for zeropower suspension consisted of five square-shaped permanent magnets (20 mm×20 mm×2
mm) and five 585-turn electromagnets. The spring constant of each normal spring was 12.1
N/mm and that of weight support spring was 25.5 N/mm. There was flexibility to change
the position of the weight support springs both in the vertical and horizontal directions to
make it compatible for designing stable magnetic suspension system using zero-power
control. The relative displacements of the isolation table to the middle table and those of the
middle table to the base were detected by eight eddy-current displacement sensors attached
to the corners of the isolation table and the base.
A DSP-based digital controller (DS1103) was used for the implementation of the designed
control algorithms by simulink in Matlab. The sampling rate was 10 kHz.
4.3 Experimental Demonstrations
Several experiments have been conducted to verify the aforesaid theoretical analysis. The
nonlinear compensation of zero-power controlled magnetic levitation, stiffness adjustment
of the levitation system are confirmed initially. Then the characteristics of the developed
isolation systems are measured in terms of compliance and transmissibility.
4.3.1 Nonlinear Compensation of Magnetic Levitation System
First of all, zero-power control was realized between the isolation table and the middle table
for stable levitation. Static characteristic of the zero-power controlled magnetic levitation
was measured as shown in Fig. 8 when the payloads were increased to produce static direct
disturbances on the table in the vertical direction.
In this case, the middle table was fixed and the table was levitated by zero-power control. The
result presents the load-stiffness characteristic of the zero-power control system. The figure
without nonlinear compensation indicates that there was a wide variation of stiffness when the
downward load force changed. For the uniform load increment, the change of gap was not
equal due to the nonlinear magnetic force. Therefore, the negative stiffness generated from
zero-power control was nonlinear which may severely affect the vibration isolation system.
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To overcome the above problem, the nonlinear compensator was introduced in parallel with
the zero-power control system. The nonlinear control gain (d2) was chosen by trial and error
method. The gap (D0) between the table and the electromagnet was 5.1 mm after stable
levitation by zero-power control. The value of k s and k i were determined from the system
characteristics. The load-stiffness characteristic using nonlinear compensation is also shown
in the figure. It is obvious from the figure that the linearity error was reduced when control
gain (d2) was increased. For d 2  55 , the linearity error was very low and the stiffness
generated from the system was approximately constant. This result shows the potential to
improve the static response performance of the isolation table to direct disturbance.
ps
ps
ps

Fig. 8. Nonlinear compensation of the Fig. 9. Load-displacement characteristics of the
conventional zero-power controlled magnetic modified zero-power controlled magnetic
levitation system
levitation system
4.3.2 Stiffness Adjustment of Zero-Power Controlled Magnetic Levitation
The experiments have been carried out to measure the performances of the modified zeropower controller. Figure 9 shows the load-displacement characteristics of the system with
the improved zero-power controller (Fig. 4). When the proportional feedback gain, p s  0, it

can be considered as a conventional zero-power controller (Fig. 3). The result shows that
when the payloads were put on the suspended object, the table moved in the direction
opposite to the applied load, and the gap was widened. It indicates that the zero-power
control realized negative displacement, and hence its stiffness is negative, as described by
Eqs. (28) and (29). The conventional zero-power controller ( p s  0 ) realized fixed negative

stiffness of magnitude -9.2 N/mm. When the proportional feedback gain, p s was changed,

the stiffness also gradually increased. When p s  40 A/m, negative stiffness was increased

to -21.5 N/mm. It confirms that proportional feedback gain, p s can change the stiffness of
the zero-power controller, as explained in Eq. (34).

4.3.3 Experimental Results with Vibration Isolation System
Further experiments were conducted with the linearized zero-power controller with the
vibration isolation system, as shown in Fig. 10. In this case, the positive and negative
stiffness springs were, then, adjusted to satisfy Eq. (38). The stiffness could either be
adjusted in the positive or negative stiffness part. In the former, PD control could be used in
the electromagnets that were employed in parallel with the coil springs. The latter technique
was presented in Section 4.3.2. For better performance, the latter was adopted in this work.
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Stiffness dominated region

Fig. 10. Static characteristics of the isolation Fig. 11. Dynamic characteristics of the isolation
table with and without nonlinear control
table in the vertical direction
Figure 10 demonstrates the performance improvement of the controller for static response to
direct disturbance. The displacements of the isolation table and middle table were plotted
against disturbing forces produced by payload in the vertical direction. It is clear that zerocompliance to direct disturbance was realized up to 100 N payloads with nonlinear
controller (d2=55). The stiffness of the isolation system was increased to 960 N/mm which
was approximately 2.8 times more than that of without nonlinear control. The figure
illustrates significant improvement in rejecting on-board-generated disturbances.
The dynamic performance of the isolation table was measured in the vertical direction as
shown in Fig. 11. In this case, the isolation table was excited to produce sinusoidal
disturbance force by two voice coil motors which were attached to the base and can generate
force in the Z-direction. The displacement of the table was measured by gap sensors and the
data was captured by a dynamic signal analyzer. It is found from the figure that high
stiffness, that means virtually zero-compliance, was realized at low frequency region (-66
dB[mm/N] at 0.015 Hz). It also demonstrates that direct disturbance rejection performance
was not worsened even nonlinear zero-power control was introduced.
Finally a comparative study of the disturbance suppression performance was conducted
with zero-compliance control and conventional passive suspension technique as shown in
the figure. The experiment was carried out with same lower suspension for ground
vibration isolation. First, the isolation table was suspended by positive suspension
(conventional spring-damper) and frequency response to direct disturbance was measured.
The stiffness dominated region is marked in the figure, and it is seen from the figure that the
displacement of the isolation table was almost same below 1 Hz (approximately -46 dB).
However, when the isolation table was suspended by zero-compliance control satisfying
Eqs. (38) and (39), displacement of the table was abruptly reduced at the low frequency
region below 1 Hz (-66 dB at 0.015 Hz). It is confirmed from the figure that the developed
zero-compliance system had better direct disturbance rejection performance over the
conventional passive suspension even both the systems used similar vibration isolation
performances.
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Fig. 12. Dynamic characteristics of the isolation table in the vertical direction.
The characteristics of the isolation table were further investigated by measuring the
response of the table to direct disturbance in the horizontal directions as shown in Fig. 12. In
this case, four voice coil motors were used to excite the isolation table along the horizontal
direction. The results show the dynamic response of the isolation table when the table was
excited along yaw mode. The response of the table to direct dynamic disturbance was
captured by dynamic signal analyzer. The results justify that the displacements of the table
to direct disturbance in the horizontal rotational motions were also low at the low frequency
regions. The results confirmed that the isolation table was realized high stiffness against
disturbing forces in the motion associated with horizontal direction.

After step load

Overshoot

Original position
Transient
period

Original position
(steady-state)

Fig. 13. Step response of the isolation table with magnetic levitation technology
The step response of the isolation table is shown in Fig. 13. In this experiment, a stepwise
disturbance was generated by suddenly removing a certain amount of load from the table
and the response was measured. The results showed that the table moved upward in the
direction of load removal and returned to the original position (steady-state) after certain
period. However, there was a reverse action in case of step wise disturbance. Therefore, a
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peak was appeared due to the response of the step load. This unpleasant response might
hamper the objective function of many advanced systems. It can be noted that a feedforward
controller can be added in combination with zero-power control to overcome this problem.

Fig. 14. Transmissibility characteristics of the isolation table.
Figure 14 shows the absolute transmissibility of the isolation table from the base of the developed
system. In this case, the base of the system was sinusoidally excited in the vertical direction by a
high-powered pneumatic actuator attached to the base, and the displacement transfer function
(transmissibility) of the isolation table was measured from the base. The base displacement in the
vertical direction was considered as input, and the output signal was the displacement of the
isolation table. The damping coefficient (cp) between the base and the middle table played
important role to suppress the resonance peak. The figure shows that the resonant peak was
almost suppressed when cp was chosen as 0.9. It is clear from the figure that the developed
system can effectively isolate the floor vibration that transmitted through the suspensions, such
as active-passive positive suspensions and active zero-power controlled magnetic levitation.

5. Conclusions
A zero-power controlled magnetic levitation system has been presented in this chapter. The
unique characteristic of the zero-power control system is that it can generate negative
stiffness with zero control current in the steady-state which is realized in this chapter. The
detail characteristics of the levitation system are investigated. Moreover, two major
contributions, the stiffness adjustment and nonlinear compensation of the suspension
system have been introduced elaborately. Often, there is a challenge for the vibration
isolator designer to tackle both direct disturbance and ground vibration simultaneously with
minimum system development and maintenance costs. Taking account of the point of view,
typical applications of active vibration isolation using zero-power controlled magnetic
levitation has been presented. The vibration isolation system is capable to suppress the effect
of tabletop vibration as well as to isolate ground vibration. Some experimental
demonstrations are presented that verifies the feasibility of its application in many
industries and space related instruments. Moreover, it can be noted that a feedforward
controller in combination with the zero-power controller can be used to improve the
performance of the isolator to suppress direct disturbances.
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